
 
 

 
 

Plain English for Customer Communications – half-day course outline 
 

We all like to receive clear, concise, readable emails – but how do you ensure the emails you 

write are effective, user-focused and achieve their objectives?   

 

This practical workshop will give you the skills and confidence to communicate successfully by 

email, both internally and externally. It will focus on ensuring that emails are well-structured, 

clearly laid out and deal with customer issues effectively (e.g. to achieve closure or avoid 

escalation). 

 

Practical exercises are completed in a group, pairs and individually. 

 

On completion of this course, participants will: 

•    Be able to write emails with greater speed, confidence and effectiveness 

•    Understand how to write in clear, concise English with a professional tone 

•    Have the skills to write emails that respond to the needs of customers 

 

Course content 

 

Part 1 – Planning to achieve objectives 

• Are emails different from letters? 

• Identify your readers (to develop a reader-focused approach) 

• Put yourself in the recipients’ shoes to make sure you write the right email 

• Plan to achieve your objectives (e.g. closure) 

• Use structure effectively (headings, bullets etc.) 

• Reviewing your plan: Ensure any action required is clear and all questions are resolved 

 

Part 2 – Writing with KISSSS (Keep it short, simple, strong and sincere) 

• Say what you mean – write to communicate clearly (and sensitively) 

• Use plain English in a concise, professional style 

• Use an effective tone of voice – not over-formal or too colloquial 

• Write strong, clear sentences and paragraphs 

• Avoid wordiness, repetition and unprofessional language 

• Write emails for scanners  

• Make every word count 

• Consider appropriate greetings and sign-offs 

Part 3 – Reviewing 

•    Strategies to review your own work 

•    Become aware of common errors (grammar & punctuation) 

•    Layout – make it user-focused 

 

 

 


